HARBOR BRIDGE PROJECT COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD MEETING MINUTES
April 6, 2017
The following notes are the Texas Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT) summary of the
meeting and are not designed to be an exact representation of proceedings. The responses to
questions posed during the meeting included in this document may be abbreviated and not
constitute the full and appropriate responses for individuals’ situations. Community Advisory
Board (CAB) members and the public should contact the appropriate agency for complete and
personalized answers to their questions
Opening of the Meeting
Pastor Adam Carrington, CAB Chairperson, opened the meeting and reminded the CAB of the meeting
guidelines. Louise Smart, meeting moderator, reviewed the agenda for the meeting.
Pool and Park Subcommittee Update
•

•

•

Adam Carrington, Chair of the Pool and Park Subcommittee, reported that the Subcommittee
met with representatives from the City Parks and Recreation Department (Jay Ellington) and the
City Assistant Manager to discuss options for the pool. The Subcommittee decided that instead
of repairing or replacing the pool, it would be preferable to have the City construct a splash pad
and pavilion. Although the Subcommittee submitted this recommendation in writing to the City
Council, the Council voted to go ahead with the repair of the pool, said that their “hands were
tied,” and stated they were required to fix the pool. The city has begun fixing the pool, but it is
uncertain if the pool will be open by Memorial Day Weekend. Adam added that the people who
would have benefited most from the pool were children who lived at the D.N. Leathers housing
complex, who are no longer living in the area.
Al Alonzi, from the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), clarified that FHWA and TxDOT had
been committed to the renovation or replacement of the pool in keeping with the Four-Party
Agreement but had been concerned about the City’s ability to open the pool by Memorial Day
Weekend. Prior to the April CAB meeting, TxDOT, FHWA, and the City discussed how to move
forward with pool renovations. TxDOT and FHWA encouraged the City to solicit feedback and
suggestions from the CAB regarding what to do about the pool. He said that FHWA and TxDOT
were willing to consider recommendations from the CAB Subcommittee and did not require or
direct the City to repair the pool. Al noted that FHWA is working with TxDOT on a contingency
plan to address the issue of the pool in case the City cannot open the pool by the deadline. This
plan could tap into the $6.2 million earmarked for park mitigation identified in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement.
Chris Amy, TxDOT, noted that the Four-Party Agreement outlines the City’s responsibility to
fulfill its commitment to renovate the pool. He stated that TxDOT is willing to have the City fulfill
its obligation by implementing alternative suggestions from the CAB. He stated that although
TxDOT initially had discussed with the City ways to get the pool “up and running” by May 26,
TxDOT did not put stipulations on how the renovation must be done. Although the City rejected
the CAB Subcommittee’s recommendations for constructing a splash pad and pavilion instead of
repairing or replacing the pool, TxDOT is looking at long term solutions to improve the
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•

neighborhood parks using the $6.2 million project funds for 4(f) mitigation. TxDOT will work
with the CAB on how best to make these improvements. Chris urged CAB members who feel
strongly about long-term park mitigation solutions to stay engaged with TxDOT and FHWA in
these issues. Questions and comments by CAB members and the public, and responses from
agencies follow:
o Is a member of City Council or City staff present at the meeting?
▪ No one identified themselves as a City Council member or City staff.
o Where did the funds the City is using for ongoing renovations come from?
▪ No one from the City was available to answer this question.
o Louise Smart, meeting moderator, asked whether the CAB was comfortable with using
the parks mitigation funding for renovating the pool or providing alternatives such as a
splash pad if the City is unable to meet its deadline?
▪ CAB members responded that it is the City’s responsibility to renovate the pool,
and they should be responsible for the associated cost. The CAB Chair noted
that if the city fails to have the pool up and running by the deadline, they will be
in violation of the Four-Party Agreement, and there may be another opportunity
to visit with City Council about alternatives to renovating the pool.
Adam urged the CAB to monitor the progress on the pool and to go to the City Council and
speak up if the City does not get the pool up and running by May 26.

Livability Plan Subcommittee Update
•

•

Louise noted that the Livability Plan for the Northside neighborhoods is not a traditional land
use plan. She stated that although much work identifying needs and strategies to address those
needs was previously completed, work on the Plan was halted once the Voluntary Acquisition
Program (VAP) started. The Livability Plan Subcommittee will provide advice to TxDOT on when
the work on the plan should be completed, the format for presenting the data, and on what
would be useful to the neighborhoods. Louise informed the CAB that the plan area includes the
greater Hillcrest and Washington Coles neighborhoods.
Chris Amy stated that the City has a new Development Services Department. Their staff are
interested in working with the Livability Plan Subcommittee. Chris has suggested to the staff
that they review the numerous versions of plans for the area that have been developed over the
past. He also stated that a 3D model and computer visualization of the bridge design will be
brought to the next CAB meeting. TxDOT is working with DRA to develop a continuously updated
map that shows the properties in the neighborhood that have been sold through the Voluntary
Acquisition Program. The project computer model and the map will serve as a basis for
considering the future of the area.

Hazardous Materials Subcommittee Update
•

•

Chris informed the CAB that the Hazardous Materials Subcommittee has not yet been convened,
but that TxDOT is committed to starting this Subcommittee. TxDOT expects to provide bridge
construction information related to hazardous materials to the Subcommittee as it becomes
available from the Developer. He also noted that TxDOT will partner with the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) to consider hazardous materials issues raised by the
Subcommittee.
Louise asked the CAB what they wanted to have the Hazardous Materials Subcommittee
address, and they stated the following:
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o
o
o

•

Monitoring of adjacent refineries and potential impacts to the neighborhood
Updates on the demolition of D. N. Leathers
Air quality monitoring and testing for gases that could be harmful, including how waste
from monitoring and testing equipment is removed
o Potential issues from construction including ground disturbance, water quality, air
quality, buried pipes, and mitigation
o Demolition of homes acquired through the Voluntary Acquisition Program
o Interconnectedness of construction, City, and industrial activities and their impacts to
the neighborhood
o Brownfield sites in the area
A CAB member informed the group that the Hillcrest Residents Association is currently involved
with air quality issues and announced an upcoming meeting with the group and the Port of
Corpus Christi Authority to discuss hazardous materials and air quality related to the Port.

DRA Update
•

•
•

DRA announced that offers have continued since the last meeting. There are 223 parcels where
the owners have expressed interest in selling, and of these, 174 have completed the eligibility
process. Of the 223, parcels, 119 have been appraised and have completed TxDOT review. This
includes completed and delivered offer packages for 46 parcels. Of the 46 delivered packages,
25 offers have been accepted.
DRA announced that it will hold two workshops in April for tenants and off-site property
owners.
Questions and comments by CAB members and the public and responses from the agencies:
o What happens if an owner accepts an offer but does not find a replacement home
within 60 days after accepting the offer?
▪ The 60-day timeframe is the amount of time a person has to accept an offer,
and it is not related to the amount of time a person has to find a replacement
home. A person could have 100 to 200 days to find a home during the escrow
process, and there could be additional time if needed because the Port will not
close on the purchase of an owner’s property until the person finds a
replacement home. The goal is to execute the sale of the property to the Port
concurrently with the purchase of a replacement home. DRA recognizes that
available replacement housing may be difficult to find in Corpus Christi. DRA
created a book of comparable housing options, works with real estate agents
frequently to update the comparable book, and will work with property owners
to help them find comparable housing.
o Can people receive monetary assistance from the Voluntary Acquisition Program to
clear their property’s title?
▪ DRA and the Port are following the Uniform Relocation Act in providing
relocation and acquisition assistance. Money will not be provided for liens,
which are the property owner’s responsibility to pay. DRA is working with
lenders to assist property owners with small loans for their properties. DRA is
also holding workshops on credit readiness and is providing other types of
guidance and assistance.
o Is there data about how many people in the neighborhood have reverse mortgages?
What happens to people who have reverse mortgages?
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▪

o

DRA is not allowed to publicly share information about people with reverse
mortgages although this information may be discovered during the appraisal
process. If a person has a reverse mortgage, the amount owed to the lender
would be paid and deducted from the acquisition package. The loan from the
lender for a reverse mortgage would be paid back during the escrow process,
and there would be less money available for a replacement home than there
would be if there were no reverse mortgage.
What is the status of the appraisal on my property?
▪ DRA will provide the status of appraisals one-on-one with property owners.

Corpus Christi Housing Authority Update
•

Deborah Sherrill from the Corpus Christi Housing Authority (CCHA) provided the following
update to the CAB.
o

o

o

o

o

At the April CAB meeting, the question was asked, “What is the status of the work being
done by the Housing Authority consultant provided by the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD), and can the information that was shared with D.N.
Leathers residents be shared with the CAB?” Deborah clarified that the Assessment
Report was not mandated by HUD. Before the Leathers relocation began, HUD
convened a meeting with interested parties in San Antonio to discuss the relocation.
During that meeting HUD made it clear to the parties that a Mobility Plan was not
required. HUD offered to provide CCHA with Technical Assistance to develop a program
if CCHA so desired. CCHA accepted HUD’s offer to provide the technical assistance.
Unfortunately, the HUD contractor was not engaged until most of the Leathers residents
had already been relocated. Based on the near completion of the Leathers relocation,
HUD, the contractor, and CCHA all agreed to change the scope of the technical
assistance from a specific focus on the Leathers relocation to a broader consideration of
a general mobility plan.
The contractor has provided a draft report for comments but a final report has not yet
been issued. CCHA will be pleased to provide the CAB with a copy of the report once it is
completed, but the report is not expected to specifically address the Leathers
relocation.
In response to a comment, not directly from the CAB, suggesting that CCHA started the
relocation inappropriately before HUD approval was issued, CCHA clarified that when
CCHA entered the Four Party Agreement, CCHA committed to relocate Leathers
residents in the timeframe specified in the Four Party-Agreement. Relocation for
tenants based on eminent health and safety issues as contemplated in the Four Party
Agreement was within CCHA discretion and not subject to HUD approval.
CCHA did make an application to HUD for demolition and disposition of the property.
Approval of demolition and disposition was subject to HUD approval and was
subsequently issued by HUD.
DN Leathers demolition: As of this morning, one building remains standing; the
administrative/office building. During their work, the contractor found evidence that
several areas in the administrative building may have asbestos. CCHA engaged an
independent testing company who confirmed the presence of asbestos in two areas: the
office area, above the dropped ceiling, has ceiling tile that was adhered with a material
containing asbestos, and a closet in the recreation center had old floor tile that was
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adhered with a product containing asbestos. In order to ensure public safety, and in
accordance with state regulations, the demolition of the administrative building was
suspended until a third-party air-monitoring company could be on-site to monitor safe
removal of the contaminated materials. This process is expected to take only a few days.
Once the contaminated material is safely removed, the final building will be taken
down.
o At the April CAB meeting, CCHA mentioned that the Contractor was creating more dust
than anticipated. Since then the Contractor has had a water truck on-site and has done
a much better job of wetting areas to reduce the dust.
o CCHA received notice from DRA that they may have a tenant who may be interested in
utilizing CCHA’s “Displaced by Government Action” preference which will help move
applicants to the top of the CCHA public housing waitlist.
Questions and answers by CAB members and the public included:
o Have DN Leathers residents had issues using vouchers, or have they been rejected from
properties?
▪ Gary Allsup was not available to answer this question, but the Housing
Authority’s Section 8 department will be asked to provide an answer.
o Why is there no security presence at DN Leathers?

City of Corpus Christi Update
•

•

Debra Davenport, City Liaison, reminded the group of the home buyers’ program for those
wishing to participate in the Voluntary Acquisition Program and finance a replacement home.
She also reminded them of the down payment assistance program and a workshop on March 28
that will cover this topic.
She informed the CAB of the minor home repairs program for those owners not interested in
participating in the Voluntary Acquisition Program and instead wanting to stay in their homes.
She noted that the program is currently on hold due to a lack of federal funding. The program
will be evaluated on a month-to-month basis to determine if applications can be accepted.
Debra suggested that those interested in participating should call the City’s Community
Development Department at the beginning of each month to see if applications are being
accepted.

Adjournment of the Meeting
The CAB chair adjourned the meeting at 7:30 PM.
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Save the Date!
What: Harbor Bridge
Community Advisory Board (CAB)
Meeting
When: Thursday, April 6, 2017, 6 – 7:30 p.m.
Where: Oveal Williams Senior Center
1414 Martin Luther King Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78401

¡Guarde la Fecha!
Qué: Reunión del Comité de Consejo
Comunitario para Harbor Bridge
Cuándo: jueves, 6 de abril de 2017,
6 – 7:30 p.m.
Dónde: Oveal Williams Senior Center
1414 Martin Luther King Drive
Corpus Christi, TX 78401

Harbor Bridge
Community Advisory Board Meeting #11 Agenda
Date: Thursday, April 6
Doors Open:
Start Time:
End Time:
Location:

5:30 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
Oveal Williams Senior Center
1414 Martin Luther King Dr.
Corpus Christi, TX
Purpose: The purpose of this meeting is:
 To update the CAB on the status of the Acquisition and Relocation Program
 To discuss the CAB subcommittees
 To provide updates on D.N. Leathers and construction progress
Agenda:
a. The CAB Chairperson will welcome everyone and review the agenda (5
minutes)
b. TxDOT and the CAB Chair will provide an update on the subcommittees
 Pool and Park Subcommittee will provide an update on meetings
with the City of Corpus Christi and recommendations for the pool
(10 minutes)
 Livability Plan Subcommittee (5 minutes)
 Organization
 Goals
 Membership
 Ideas and issues for discussion
 Expectations
 Hazardous Materials Subcommittee (5 minutes)
 Organization
 Goals
 Membership
 Ideas and issues for discussion
 Expectations
c. DRA will provide an update on progress regarding offers made to date (5
minutes)
d. FDLLC will update the CAB on construction progress (5 minutes)
e. The Corpus Christi Housing Authority will provide an update on the
demolition of D.N. Leathers I (5 minutes)
f. CAB members will give feedback to the agencies and have an opportunity to
raise questions and concerns (20 minutes)
g. The public will provide comments on topics addressed in this meeting (15
minutes)
h. The CAB Chairperson will close the meeting.

HARBOR BRIDGE PROJECT COMMUNITY ADVISORY BOARD MEETING MINUTES
March 9, 2017
The following notes are the Texas Department of Transportation’s (TxDOT) summary of the
meeting and are not designed to be an exact representation of proceedings. The responses to
questions posed during the meeting included in this document may be abbreviated and not
constitute the full and appropriate responses for individuals’ situations. Community Advisory
Board (CAB) members and the public should contact the appropriate agency for complete and
personalized answers to their questions.
Chris Amy, TxDOT, introduced Rich O’Connell, TxDOT Legal Counsel, and Al Alonzi, Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) Regional Director, to provide an update on the Two-Party Agreement dispute.
TxDOT Legal Counsel Update




Rich O’Connell announced that TxDOT and FHWA had come to an agreement regarding the TwoParty Agreement dispute and the Voluntary Acquisition Program (VAP). He noted that the
agreement regarding the dispute was signed on February 3rd, and copies of the letter will be
made available to the CAB. The two major decisions in the agreement include:
o Landlords will receive fair market value for their property in addition to a relocation
payment for moving personal property, but will not receive a payment to provide
replacement housing.
o Starting July 1, tenants will be allowed to participate in the VAP even if their landlords
decide not to participate.
 Rich noted that with the agreement in place, acquisition offers have been
presented and will continue.
Questions and comments from CAB members and the public and agency responses
o How is fair market value established, and is it based on a two-mile radius or homes in
the neighborhood? Is the question of ‘fair market value’ one of the reasons why TxDOT
and FHWA were in dispute?
 Rich noted that the dispute between FHWA and TxDOT was not related to how
fair market value was established, but instead focused on who should receive
the VAP payments for relocation. DRA and the appraisers are responsible for
determining fair market value based on established practices.
o Pastor Carrington, CAB Chair, thanked TxDOT and FHWA for getting an agreement
signed on the VAP.

FHWA Update


Al Alonzi thanked the CAB for the emotion shown in the previous meetings and noted that this
helped him relay the community’s concerns to his agency.
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DRA Update









Dionisio Marquez of DRA informed the CAB that landlords were being provided with advisory
services through DRA. He reported that:
o There are 241 parcels where landlords or homeowners have expressed interest in
participating in the VAP.
 The owners of 211 parcels are interested in selling.
o 116 parcels have been appraised and are under various stages of review.
o 107 parcels have been reviewed by TxDOT.
o 75 acquisition packages have been approved, including 45 for on-site owners.
o 33 relocation packages have been submitted, including 23 that have been approved.
o 16 completed offer packages have been reviewed by the Port of Corpus Christi Authority
(POCCA). These packages include two landlords and 14 on-site owners.
Dionisio also mentioned that DRA is preparing outreach activities for the upcoming months. He
noted upcoming events include:
o March 14: Community cleanup to help residents remove personal items from their
homes
o March 20: Property tax workshop
o March 21: Landlord information and assistance workshop
o March 28: City Housing Program workshop
Nina Cadena, CAB member and realtor with several years of experience, informed the CAB that
realtor fees are paid by the owner selling the home. She stated that realtors have several
responsibilities. The Texas Real Estate Commission has a list of vetted realtors who can help
those wishing to participate in the VAP purchase a replacement home. In addition, she
mentioned that good realtors will reach out to those looking to participate in the VAP and that
she would be happy to answer any questions. She noted that DRA has a list of realtors that have
expressed an interest in the Hillcrest neighborhood.
DRA and Louise Smart, Meeting Moderator, emphasized the importance of obtaining a real
estate agent, particularly early in the home buying process, to help navigate the complexities of
home buying.
Questions and comments by CAB members and the public and responses from the agencies:
o Who will pick up items for the cleanup?
 Dionisio clarified that the community cleanup event will be a collaboration with
local realtors, and items can be dropped off in four waste containers. DRA also
distributed the “Corpus Christi Solid Waste Operations Customer Guide 2017,”
which provides information on the proper disposal of certain types of waste.
o How will pest control be handled once homes are bought by the Port?
 DRA explained that it will review ways to handle pests once a home is vacant.
o Has TxDOT turned down any appraisals received by DRA?
 No, TxDOT has not turned down any appraisals.
o Have any offers been rejected by homeowners?
 No offers have been turned down at this time.
o How many homeowners have signed offers?
 DRA noted that five people have accepted offers and are in escrow. No one has
closed as of this time.
o How long after a home is purchased by the Port will it be demolished? There is a
concern about having several vacant properties in the community and having the
properties become a public nuisance
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o

o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

o
o

o

DRA is still finalizing the process for demolition but homes could be demolished
within one to two months. The Port currently has a company under contract to
handle demolitions. The goal is to complete the demolition as quickly as
possible.
When was the first offer presented? How fast will the process move?
 The first offer was presented on February 10, 2017. DRA spent time on the
initial offer working through the package presentation process. Now that a few
offers have been made, the process should move at a quicker pace.
What could delay the offer process?
 Two issues that could delay the process are finding comparable housing and lack
of a clear title. There are several issues such as these that must be resolved
prior to presentation of an offer.
What percentage of landlords have expressed interest in participating in the VAP?
 Of the 470 parcels in the community, 260 are offsite-owned properties.
Were there two appraisers reviewing offsite-owned properties?
 DRA contracted with two appraisers to prepare appraisals for landlord-class
properties, including those with off-site owners.
Have baseline, minimum, and maximum points been established for offers? Does DRA
have an incentive to offer less? Were appraisers told to keep the price per square foot
low?
 Values for offers are based on set standards that appraisers are required to
follow. There are no minimum or maximum values for properties nor is there an
incentive for DRA to offer less or have a lower price per square foot. The
appraisals were conducted by independent appraisers.
If a person has an existing mortgage and needs to refinance the load in order to
purchase a replacement home, will DRA help that person secure a loan to purchase the
other home?
 DRA is working with realtors, mortgage brokers, and other resources to provide
assistance to those wishing to participate in the VAP. However, DRA cannot
control the interest rate.
A person noted that people may choose their own realtor and that securing a realtor is
important. She noted that word of mouth is a great way to find a good realtor.
How does DRA determine who is next for receiving offers?
 The progression of offers depends on whether or not all required documents
are available, if the title is clear, and other property-specific factors. Since the
progression is on a case-by-case basis, it is important to visit with DRA about the
status of specific properties.
Will renters receive information on how to use relocation payments as down payments
for a home?
 The city and DRA have information to help assist renters.
Who is responsible for hiring appraisers?
 DRA hires appraisers as subcontractors.
Why are there no appraisers in the program who are based in Corpus Christi? Can there
be a list of TxDOT requirements for appraisers?
 DRA did outreach to local appraisers and still encourages local appraisers to
work with the VAP. The TxDOT requirements for appraisers will be sent to
Pastor Carrington for distribution among the CAB.
Is there going to be assistance for people who may not be able to move in time?
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o

o

o

The Housing Authority has a displacement by governmental action program that
helps people move closer to the top of the public housing list if necessary.
For those uncertain about moving, could there be a map of houses being demolished?
 This could be developed as part of the Livability Plan. In addition, DRA is working
on developing maps of this nature and are determining how to consistently
update these maps.
Who will be responsible for fencing and landscaping for home purchased and
demolished by the Port?
 The Port will be responsible for landscaping but it is unlikely there will be
fencing around the properties.
A member of the CAB noted that he created a hotline for community residents to note
crimes, complaints, etc. The member suggested that the Port take over the hotline.

Housing Authority Update





Gary Allsup, Housing Authority CEO, stated that every resident in the DN Leathers property had
been relocated, and they seem happy about their new residences. There have been no
complaints received to date.
He said that demolition on the property began on Monday, March 6, 2017, and two buildings
have already been torn down. The demolition was approved by the State and has been going
well but slower than anticipated. Previously, there was uncertainty as to how much dust there
would be due to demolition. To mitigate potential dust, the contract with the demolition
company includes having a water truck on-site to spray any dust. So far, there has been a great
deal of dust, and the truck has been necessary. There is no asbestos in the dust, but five to six
apartments had asbestos in the floor tiles, which is being remediated. Demolition should be
complete by the end of the month.
Questions and answers by CAB members and public
o What is the status of the work being done by the Housing Authority consultant as
directed by the U.S. Housing and Urban Development? Can the information shared with
DN Leathers residents be shared with the CAB?
 A meeting was held with the consultant in February, and the consultant is
working on a report. Once ready, the report can be shared with the CAB.
o Have DN Leathers residents had issues using vouchers or have they been rejected from
properties?
 Gary Allsup was not available to answer this question, but the Housing
Authority’s Section 8 department will be able to answer.
o Why is there no security presence at DN Leathers?

City of Corpus Christi Update



Debra Davenport, City Liaison, reminded the group of the home buyers program for those
wishing to participate in the VAP and finance a replacement home. She also reminded them of
the down payment assistance program and a workshop that will cover the topic on March 28th.
She informed the CAB that for those not interested in participating in the VAP and instead
wanting to stay in their homes there is the minor home repairs program. She noted that the
program is currently on hold due to federal funding. The program will be evaluated on a monthto-month basis to determine if applications can be accepted. Debra suggested that those
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interested in participating should call the city’s Community Development Department at the
beginning of each month to see if applications are being accepted.
City of Corpus Christi Parks and Recreation Department Update






Jay Ellington, Director of Parks & Recreation, introduced himself and informed the CAB that the
City and TxDOT are continuing discussions on opening the pool for the summer. He reminded
the group that last summer people were bused to a nearby pool, and he noted that this may be
the case for this coming summer. Transporting people to a nearby school was one of eight
options, and Jay requested the CAB’s assistance in determining other options. The upgrade and
opening of the pool ran into obstacles including a void at the deep end of the pool that will
require additional engineering. Mr. Ellington asked attendees to provide comments by emailing
him ideas on what is needed for the pool by the end of May.
The question was raised about whether it was more cost-effective to repair the pool or to build
a new pool.
Louise recommended that a subcommittee be formed to discuss options for the pool. Pastor
Carrington offered to coordinate the subcommittee. Approximately five CAB members
expressed interest in participating in the subcommittee.
Questions and comments by CAB members and the public and responses from the agencies:
o Since the Developer (Flatiron Dragados, LLC) is affecting the pool with the bridge design,
can it be held responsible for improvements to the pool?
 Chris Amy noted that the Developer considered relocating the pool. Ultimately,
though, the city is responsible for refurbishing the pool as part of its Section 4(f)
commitments. The city will remain responsible for the pool until its obligations
are met.

Livability Plan Update







Chris Amy reintroduced the Livability Plan that began being developed a few years ago. He
noted that this plan was a part of the Final Environmental Impact Statement commitments and
was originally discussed as a sustainability plan. The plan was initiated through a citizen advisory
committee and was a major community involvement effort. Chris stated that TxDOT is still
committed to providing a guide on what the community needs. Since the Livability Plan was last
discussed before the VAP was established, TxDOT wants to revisit the plan.
Chris informed the CAB that one part of the plan was a history project that several people on
the CAB helped work on with Lynn. The history project, including banners and a report, is close
to being finished and on display at the Oveal Williams Center.
Another item that was completed was a list of the resources available to help the community
meet its identified needs. Chris noted that some people in the community may want to
participate in the VAP and some may want to stay. He stated that this plan was not a land use
plan but a list of resources available for those who choose to stay in the community. TxDOT is
reaching out to the CAB for input about when to restart and deliver the plan. He noted that the
community is in flux, which could influence the development of the plan. He stated that the plan
could be discussed in a smaller group through a subcommittee and/or workshops.
Louise presented two questions to the group to consider. These included: (1) timing for
completion of the plan, and (2) role of the CAB. Louise asked if people thought of the plan as a
map that defines what the neighborhood will look like in the future. Many people noted that
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they saw the plan as a resource and then a map. Louise emphasized that the plan is not a map
or a description of land use over time. Instead, it is a list of problems identified by the
community and strategies to address those problems.
Louise asked if people were interested in participating in a Livability Plan subcommittee, and
approximately seven people expressed interest. She also asked that the CAB encourage others
who are not CAB members and who want to stay in the neighborhood to participate in the
subcommittee. Pastor Carrington offered to organize the subcommittee.
Questions and comments by CAB members and the public and responses by agencies:
o Will the plan work for a large number of homes in the community or for a small number
of homes?
 The plan could be for either number of homes. A larger number of people could
influence the successful implementation of the plan.
o What is the purpose of the plan? Does is address all of Northside? The City planning and
development department should be involved in the plan.
o Will refineries be a part of the plan? They continue to pose problems in the community.
The plan should include what the refineries are willing to put back into the community.
 TxDOT hears the community’s concern but is uncertain if refineries will be a part
of the plan. Chris reemphasized that this is not a land use plan.
o A member of the CAB commented that the future of the Hillcrest and Washington Coles
neighborhoods is dependent on Staples Street being developed through the
neighborhoods to Whataburger Field. He noted that improvements to Staples Street
could help spur development in the area.
o Will the plan include those on the northern portion of the bridge?
 TxDOT and the CAB Chair will discuss the boundaries for the plan.

Plan forward for CAB in 2017


Chris Amy asked if the CAB wanted to begin to meet on a more infrequent basis or if there
should be monthly meetings. The majority of the CAB members present wanted to continue to
have monthly meetings on the first Thursday of the month. CAB members asked that a CAB
meeting still be held on the first Thursday of April (April 6th) and that issues discussed during the
March meeting be prioritized and discussed during the April meeting.
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